Abstract-Large-scale blackouts and extreme weather events in recent decades raise the concern for improving the resilience of electric power infrastructures. Distribution service restoration (DSR), a fundamental application in outage management systems, provides restoration solutions for system operators when power outages happen. As distribution generators (DGs) and remotely controllable devices are increasingly installed in distribution systems, an advanced DSR framework is needed to perform optimally coordinated restoration that can achieve maximal restoration performance. This paper introduces a DSR modeling framework, which can generate optimal switching sequences and estimated time of restoration in the presence of remotely controllable switches, manually operated switches, and dispatchable DGs. Two mathematical models, a variable time step model and a fixed time step model, are presented and compared. The proposed models are formulated as a mixed-integer linear programming model, and their effectiveness is evaluated via the IEEE 123 node test feeder.
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NOMENCLATURE

Sets
∈ R
3×1
Maximum three-phase reactive power capacity of branch (i, j) ∈ B. U max ∈ R
Maximum squared three-phase nodal voltage. U min ∈ R
Minimum squared three-phase nodal voltage. β max ij ∈ R
Maximum squared three-phase ratio of regu-
Minimum squared three-phase ratio of regu- 
Binary to indicate if there is a virtual energization agent that travels from node cell
Three-phase reactive power output of DG g ∈ G at t ∈ P or t ∈ T . β ij,t ∈ R
Squared three-phase ratio of regulator (i, j) ∈ V at t ∈ P or t ∈ T .
State Variables t i
Time when an energization agent arrives at node cell
Binary to indicate if node cell C i ∈ C is energized at t ∈ P or t ∈ T . s N n,t
Binary to indicate if node n ∈ N is energized at t ∈ P or t ∈ T . U n,t ∈ R
3×1
Squared three-phase voltage magnitude of node n ∈ N at t ∈ P or t ∈ T . P B ij,t ∈ R
Three-phase active power flowing through
Three-phase reactive power flowing through
Three-phase reactive load demand of load l ∈ L at t ∈ P or t ∈ T .
I. INTRODUCTION
L ARGE-SCALE blackouts and extreme weather events in recent decades bring up the concern for developing resilient power infrastructures. Although many efforts have been made by researchers, utilities, and manufactures toward improving power system resilience and reliability, power outages cannot be completely prevented [1] . In face of destructive storms and coordinated cyber-physical attacks, even robustly operated power systems (e.g., based on "N-1" or "N-2" criteria) can be prone to cascading failures [2] . Unfortunately, power outages caused by extreme weather events have increased in the United States over the past decades [2] . For example, recent hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria in 2017 caused massive damages to utilities' assets and extensive power outages [3] . Loss of electricity services further delayed critical rescue actions and affected the restoration processes of other dependent lifeline infrastructures such as communication, water, and gas systems [4] . Therefore, an efficient service restoration scheme is desired to restore electricity to customers as soon as possible after an outage.
Distribution networks contribute over 90% of the customeroutage minutes in the United States [5] . Power outages in distribution systems can be caused by unscheduled events (e.g., fallen trees, lightning, storms, and equipment failures) and scheduled events (e.g., regular maintenance and equipment installation). After outages have been detected and isolated, the distribution service restoration (DSR) will be performed to restore the out-of-service loads as soon as possible [6] . Traditionally, the DSR is performed by transferring the affected loads from out-of-service areas to healthy areas through a series of switching operations using alternative energization paths and operational criteria [7] . Nowadays, distribution systems are evolving toward active distribution systems (ADS) by incorporating increasing penetration of controllable devices that can actively regulate voltage and frequency, such as distributed generators (DGs) [8] , [9] , microgrids [10] , [11] , and remotely controllable switches [12] , [13] . In the context of ADS, an advanced DSR framework is desired to generate optimal restoration solutions that can coordinate various controllable components to achieve optimal restoration performance. A feasible DSR solution should contain a sequence of temporally interdependent control actions that can be sequentially executed by operators and crews to control the field devices such as DGs, switches, and regulators [14] . However, most existing work focused mainly on generating a "snapshot" solution that represents the system configuration at a single instance in time. In some recent work, the restoration problems are formulated as dynamic optimization problems that consider the inter-temporal control and operational constraints of DGs and switches over a predetermined time horizon that is equally divided into multiple time steps [15] - [19] . In this paper, we categorize the dynamic optimization models using fixed time steps as fixed time step (FTS) models. FTS models assume that the switches are operated within the selected time interval (e.g., 1 hour). However, in distribution systems, both remotely controllable and manually operated switches are strategically installed, and the operating time for different types of switches can be significantly different. For example, operating a remotely controllable switch only needs a few minutes, whereas operating a manually operated switch will take much longer since restoration crews have to travel to the field and find the actual switch location. Existing FTS models cannot guarantee that the operation of manually operated switches will be finished within small time intervals, whereas using large time intervals will result in inefficient solutions. Therefore, the restoration solutions generated by the existing FTS models may not be readily applicable to distribution systems with heterogeneous types of switches.
Motivated by the aforementioned challenges, in this paper we propose an integrated DSR modeling framework including two DSR models: the FTS model and the variable time step (VTS) model. The FTS model, which is improved based on the authors' previous work [18] , [19] , can handle arbitrary operation time for automatic and manual switches. The VTS model is formulated based on the concept of a "virtual energization agent" and the vehicle routing model. The DSR modeling framework has the following modeling capabilities in addition to those found in the traditional restoration model: it (1) supports dispatchable DGs, (2) supports microgrid formation, (3) supports three-phase unbalanced power flow, (4) supports voltage regulator operation, (5) supports generating switching sequence, and (6) supports automatic and manual switch operation. All the above issues are practical considerations in the real-world power systems. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time the VTS model is proposed to address the DSR problem while supporting all the above six modeling capabilities. as well as summarize their potential applications. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the DSR modeling framework. Sections III and IV introduce the MILP formulation of the VTS and FTS models, respectively. Section V provides numerical results. Section VI discusses uncertainty and error issues and compares both models. Section VII summarizes the core findings and conclusions.
II. DSR MODELING FRAMEWORK
A. Background
In traditional distribution systems, switches (e.g., substation breakers, sectionalizers, and tie-switches) are the only controllable devices used for developing alternative energization paths to bridge the power sources and the affected customers (i.e., reconfiguration). System operators rely on experience and computer programs to determine the energization paths and operation sequence of these switches. In this sense, the DSR problem is usually formulated as a combinatorial optimization problem with the energization status of switches as the decision variables. The combinatorial nature of the DSR problem makes it NP-complete and difficult to solve [20] . Therefore, some rulebased methods based on expert knowledge and heuristic and meta-heuristic methods (e.g., tabu search [20] , fuzzy logic [21] , expert system [22] , and genetic algorithms [15] ) are normally used to solve the DSR problem. However, these methods cannot guarantee the global optimality of the solutions [23] . On the other hand, mathematical optimization can potentially achieve global optimality. Some mathematical optimization models have been proposed for solving the traditional DSR problem [24] , [25] .
In the context of ADS, a wide variety of controllable components play active roles in the restoration process [18] . The increasing complexity of operating the modern distribution systems requires the restoration model to be able to incorporate the control policies of various controllable components, such as DGs, energy storage devices, voltage regulators, capacitor banks, and remote switches. Table I summarizes different types of controllable components in ADS.
In a DSR modeling framework, all the considered controllable components should be strategically modeled. In this situation, a modeling framework that can meet the modeling needs and can be conveniently adapted by the users is necessary to be developed. The models should achieve optimality guaranteed restoration solution within short time. Thus, we propose an integrated mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) model framework including two flexible models, fixed time step (FTS) model and variable time step model (VTS), which can adapt to the challenges mentioned above.
B. DSR Problem Formulation
The decision variables and state variables, as well as parameters of the DSR formulation are summarized in the Nomenclature. The node cells, same as the concept of node block introduced in [19] , is defined as a set of nodes that are directly interconnected by non-switchable lines without being sectionalized by switches, thus all the lines within a cell will be energized at the same time. By defining node cells, the system topology can be reduced to a simpler topology with only node cells and switchable lines.
In this work, the objective function of the DSR problem is to minimize the total unserved energy over the considered horizon. As shown in Fig. 1 , the time horizon is divided into multiple steps, and all loads are assumed to be energized by time step t n . At each step, the total restored load can be formulated as the sum of all the energized loads. Then, the total unserved energy can be represented by the shaded area.
Various constraints of the DSR formulations should be considered in DSR problems to ensure the feasibility of solutions. As shown in Table II, normally considered constraints can TABLE II  CONSTRAINTS IN THE DSR PROBLEM be divided into several categories: system model constraints, system operational constraints, component operation constraints, and topological constraints. In this paper, we assume that the energized system is always operated in radial topology. This is because although most distribution systems are constructed in meshed topology, they are normally operated in radial topology for protection, safety, and cost purposes. Different constraints can be added to address different concerns. For example, cold load pick-up (CLPU) issues and ZIP load models can be considered by revising the load model under the category of "system model constraints" [18] , [19] . Transient stability and frequency issues, although not listed here, can be also considered as a set of constraints [26] .
III. VARIABLE TIME-STEP MODEL
In this section, a novel VTS model, which adopts the idea of the routing used for transportation sectors, is introduced to address the concern of the different operating time of switches over a long horizon.
A. MILP Formulation 1) The Concept of Virtual Energization Agent:
We introduce the concept of "virtual energization agent" to help present the proposed VTS model. A virtual energization agent can "travel" along energization paths. The "travel time" for a virtual energization agent to travel from one node cell to another can be represented by the operating time of switches. In addition, different from conventional routing models, which require that an agent can only travel along a single route, a virtual energization agent can "split" into multiple agents and travel along multiple separate paths. A VTS model solution can be mapped to the DSR solution, as shown in Fig. 2 . In the upper figure, Agent 1 travels along Path 1 (i.e., 1-2), then splits at node cell 2 and travels along two separate paths: Path 1 (1-2-3) and Path 2 (1-2-4). The lower figure shows that the actual system can be energized according to the energization paths (i.e., Path 1 and 2) while compliant with the operating time constraints.
2) Route designated to all the virtual agents. Essentially, the route table can be modeled as the node incidence matrix of a directed graph. The route table is a n C × n C binary matrix (n C = |C| ), of which each element x R ij indicates if there is a virtual energization agent travels from C i to C j . If an agent goes from C i to
If C i and C j are not connected through a switch, then x R ij = 0. An example of a route table containing two energization paths is shown in Fig. 3 . Node cell 1 contains a substation, which is the starting point for the virtual energization agents. Subfigure (b) shows the decision variables to be solved. Once the variables are solved, energization paths can be derived, as shown in subfigure (c). Each path starts with the diagonal term being "1" and travels along off-diagonal terms being "1".
3) Routing Model: In this paper, we focus on radially operated distribution systems. The routing model is described below and ensures the radial topology during the restoration process:
1) An energization path should start from a substation node or a black start DG:
2) An energization path should not go back to or go through a node cell containing a substation or a black start DG, to avoid forming a loop:
3) An energization path should not contain a loop. In other words, a node cell in an energization path cannot be visited more than once:
4) A node cell can only be visited by at most one energization path:
5) Downstream node cells (e.g., C k ) of a node cell (e.g., C j ) can only be energized when the upstream node cell (e.g., C i ) is energized:
6) If two node cells cannot be connected by a switch, then there is no such route for an energization agent to travel through. Therefore, elements that represent "non-exist" routes in the route table should be zero:
4) Restoration Time:
From the traveling perspective, an energization agent always spends some time to travel from one node to another. The traveling time can be used for representing the operating time of the switch between the two nodes. Thus, we define a traveling time table to specify the operating time of each switch between two nodes, and an arrival time vector to represent the time when a node is energized. The following constraints can be used for calculating the arrival time when an energization agent arrives at node cell C i .
The big-M method is used to formulate the conditional constraint (7-9). Constraint (7) means that if and only if C i contains a substation node or a black start DG (i.e., x R ii = 1), C i will be energized at t i = T R ii , otherwise t i will not be constrained by (7) . Constraint (8) implies that only if C i is not visited by any energization agents (i.e., n C j x R j i = 0), t i will be set to T R max (where T R max is the maximum restoration time), otherwise t i will not be constrained by (8) . Constraint (9) enforces t j = t i + T R ij if and only if there is an agent travelling from C i to C j (i.e., x R ij = 1), otherwise t i will not be constrained by (9) . In this paper we choose the value of M to be T R max for conditional constraints (7) (8) (9) . The value of parameter T R max is estimated based on the estimated time for dispatching crews, as well as performing repairs and restoration. In this paper, we take 1440 minutes (i.e., 1 day) as the value of T R max in the case study part.
5) Check Point and Energization Status of Components:
In the VTS model, we use the concept of "check point" instead of "time step" used in the FTS model. A check point is a time instance when we want to check operational constraints. Selection of a check point is "event-based". As explained later, we add an additional check point t i before restoring C i if C i contains DGs with large capacity, and we add an additional check point t p when no more node cells are energized. To distinguish them from the set of time steps T , the set of check points is denoted as P := {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t i , . . . t p }. The principles of choosing check points for VTS model is introduced in III.B. It is worth noting that the check points in P are not chronologically ordered.
The energization status of a component at a check point depends on whether this node cell is energized before/after this check point. Given a check point at time t j (e.g., the time before energizing C j or an arbitrarily selected time), the energization status of C i , i = j at time t j (denoted as s C C i ,t j ) can be formulated as:
Similarly, the energization status of switchable line (k, l) at time t j (denoted as x B kl,t j ) depends on whether or not this line is visited by an agent and if the node cells on both ends (denoted as C m and C n ) are energized by t j :
where ∧ represents the logical term AND. For each interested check point, a set of constraints is defined to linearize Equations (10) and (11):
where a B kl,t j ∈ {0, 1} is an auxiliary variable. Constraint (12) requires that the check point t R i is the time right before picking up C i . Equation (10) is linearized by (13) . Constraint (14) calculates the status at t p . Note that because of constraint (3), (x R m n + x R nm ) is also a binary variable, thus by applying the equivalent linearization of logic AND or the product of two binary variables [27] twice, equation (11) is linearized into constraint (15) . The energization status of other components can be guaranteed by the following:
Constraint (16) ensures that the energization status of a node cell equals the status of each node within this node cell. Constraints (17) and (18) require that non-switchable lines and loads will be energized immediately when their terminal nodes are energized. Constraint (19) ensures a node is energized by a substation or black start DG. Constraints (20)- (22) require that a switchable DG, load, and line can only connect to the grid when their terminal nodes are energized. We assume all DGs are switchable.
Next, we introduce some commonly considered constraints listed in Table II . For simplicity, some models such as ESS are not presented but can be found in [18] .
6) System Model Constraints: These are as follows:
wherez ij ∈ C 3×3 is the equivalent line impedance matrix consisting of constant values defined in [19] 3×1 is a vector with binary entries to represent phases. Constraints (23)- (27) are power flow constraints describing the voltage difference between two end nodes of each line and the voltage regulator, as well as the power balance at each node. Constraints (28) and (29) require DG outputs and load demands to be zero when de-energized. Constraints (30)-(32) specify initial conditions. Rather than using threephase balanced power flow formulations in linearized restoration models [25] , [28] , [29] , three-phase unbalanced power flow formulations are applied in the proposed framework because the real distribution system is naturally three-phase unbalanced [30] . First, constraints (23)- (24) formulate the linearized threephase line model as introduced in [19] . Moreover, the threephase voltage regulator can be modeled as a non-linear term U j,t = β ij,t U i,t , which can be further linearized as constraint (25) . Based on the fact that the per unit values [31] [32] ), so the bilinear term β ij,t U i,t (the operator denotes element-wise product) can be approximated by a linear function:
where a, b, and c ∈ R 3×1 are denoted as the coefficients for the linear model, and they can be determined by solving the following quadratic programming problem:
Note we only need to solve the problem (34)- (36) T . The error introduced by modeling the ratios determined by discrete tap positions as continuous variables can be neglected [33] .
7) System Operational Constraints: These are as follows:
Constraints (37)-(39) require line loading conditions, and nodal voltages should be maintained within safe margins.
8) Component Operational Constraints:
These are as follows:
In this paper, we assume all the DGs are three-phase. Constraints (40)-(42) guarantee safe operation of DGs and voltage regulators.
9) Objective Function:
The objective is to minimize the unserved energy:
The constraints are given in (1)- (9), (12)- (32), and (37)-(42).
B. Voltage Drops and Line Loading in Radial Systems
In a radially operated distribution system, before large numbers of DGs are connected, the voltage profiles and line loading conditions are monotonically changed along feeders under the assumption that the system is three-phase balanced [30] . Thus, restoring an additional load at check point t will lower the entire voltage profile and increase the loading of upstream lines compared with the system configuration before the additional load is restored. If the voltage and line loading constraints are satisfied at the check point t, they must be satisfied for the time duration before t when only loads and lines are energized. In this paper, we assume that this also applies to three-phase unbalanced distribution systems. Indeed, energizing some single-phase loads may not guarantee the lowering of all three-phase voltages. One can avoid this situation by properly placing switches during the planning stage, and thus a nearly-balanced three-phase load can be achieved within each node cell.
By contrast, DGs of large capacity can cause reverse current, thus reshaping voltage profiles and line loading conditions. Therefore, voltage profiles and line loading conditions no longer monotonically change along the feeder. In this situation, additional check points should be added before energizing a node cell containing large DGs, as shown in Fig. 4 . Voltage is monotonically decreasing along the feeder in conditions 1 and 2. In condition 3, energizing a large DG may increase the entire voltage profile a level, thus a check point before restoring the large DG should be added to check the voltage at condition 2. Even though the voltage regulator can step up the voltage of downstream nodes (e.g., condition 5), its upstream nodes will still experience decreasing voltage as more loads are restored (e.g., condition 6). Finally, a check point is added when no more loads are restored (i.e., condition 6), since the overall voltage profile is normally at the lowest level in this condition. 
IV. FIXED TIME-STEP MODEL
The FTS model is commonly used for incorporating intertemporal constraints, such as the DG ramping rate limit and time-changing load demand under CLPU conditions [18] . Considering the DSR problem over a time span from t = 0 (i.e., the beginning of restoration) to t = T (i.e., the time when the last restorable load is energized), the time horizon can be denoted as [0, T ]. , and the time step set is denoted as T := {t 1 , t 2 , . . . t n } with t 1 = 0 and t n = T as the set of discrete time steps. As the model's name implies, the length of interval Δt = t k +1 − t k is fixed between any two consecutive steps. After decision variables at each time step are determined, the system operator can implement the control actions sequentially from t 0 to t n . Fig. 5 shows an example DSR solution with the FTS model. The time step is fixed to be 1 minute. The energization sequence can be derived based on the values of decision variables. The energized system diagram at each time step is also shown. Note that the operating time for the switch between Node 2 and Node 4 is 3 minutes, so it takes three steps (i.e., 3 minutes) to energize this switch. As a result, no control actions are performed at the 3rd minute due to the longer operating time of the switch.
A. MILP Formulation
In the FTS model, system model constraints, system operational constraints, and component operational constraints can also be found in (23)- (32) and (37)-(42). In these constraints, the set of time steps is changed to T , since these constraints are also applicable for the system configuration at each time step and independent of the chronological order. Next, the connectivity and sequencing constraints and operating time constraints are introduced.
1) Connectivity and Sequencing Constraints: These are as follows:
Connectivity constraints are formulated and explained in (16)- (22) . We assume all DGs are switchable. Constraints (44)-(46) require that a DG, load, or line should not be disconnected once being energized. Constraints (47)-(50) ensure the restoration sequence can be properly generated while the energized system is radially operated at each time step [19] . In (51), the first term of the right-hand side represents the duration between the step when Node i is energized and the step when switch (i, j) is closed. Since Node j will be energized immediately when switch (i, j) are closed, the second term equals zero. Similarly, (51) can be used for representing the operating time when closing switch (i, j) to energize Node i through Node j. Then, the operating time constraint can be formulated as:
3) Objective Function: Assume the objective is to minimize the unserved energy; then, the FTS model based on MILP formulation is:
The constraints are given in (16)- (32), (37)- (42) and (44)-(53).
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we validate and compare the proposed FTS and VTS MILP models, which are solved by CPLEX 12.6 on an Intel Core i7-6820HQ (with 2.7-GHz CPU, 16 GB of RAM, and 64-bit operating system), and the optimality gap is set to be the default value used in the CPLEX solver.
A. Test System and Case Design
We used the IEEE 123 node test feeder available in [34] to validate the proposed MILP models. The system contains multiple substations, unbalanced load conditions, voltage regulators, and capacitor banks. Additional switchable lines and DGs are added to the original test feeder, and the system is partitioned into 15 node cells, as shown in Fig. 6 . In addition, the system is assumed to operate under heavy loading conditions by doubling the original loading demand. The DG parameters are listed in Table III . The operating times of switchable lines are listed in Table IV. TABLE III  DG PARAMETERS   TABLE IV  OPERATING TIME OF SWITCHABLE LINES   TABLE V RESTORED LOADS, ENERGY, AND COMPUTATION TIME Three cases studies were designed to validate and compare the performance of the FTS and VTS models. In Case 1, five substations are available for DSR while all the dispatchable DGs are disabled. In Case 2, only the substation on Node 150 is available for DSR, and all the other substations and dispatchable DGs are assumed to be unavailable. In Case 3, the substation on Node 150 and all the dispatchable DGs are utilized as power source during DSR. For all three cases, the test system is assumed to be completely de-energized before DSR. The time step used in the FTS model is assumed to 1 minute.
B. Numerical Results
The total restored loads and energy, as well as the computation time for all cases are summarized in Table V . The data indicate that FTS and VTS models achieve the same objective values for all cases. However, the computation time used by the VTS model is almost 90% less than the FTS model.
The switch-on sequence and cells energization sequence are listed in Table VI . Once a node cell is energized, all the loads inside the node cell are energized thus the estimated time of restoration for all the loads inside the node cell is known according to Table VI. Note the VTS mode and the FTS model have generated restoration solutions with identical energization sequences for all three cases. The total required restoration time is 23 minutes for Case 1, 37 minutes for Case 2, and 34 minutes for Case 3. Note the total required restoration time is derived from the VTS model. As for the FTS model, a pre-determined time horizon must be selected. Implied by the VTS solutions, the FTS time horizon is set to 23 minutes for Case 1, 37 minutes for Case 2, and 34 minutes for Case 3. These values are the shortest time horizons that ensure the FTS model can achieve the same objective value with the VTS model.
In Case 1, as shown in Fig. 7 , the system is partitioned into 5 subsystems, each of which is energized by one substation. all loads are restored. As listed in Table VI , all the substation breakers are closed at the 1 st minute. Then, the remotely controlled and manually operated switches are closed sequentially. All the loads are eventually restored within 23 minutes. In Case 2, the system is partially restored, and all the restored loads are powered by substation on Node 150. Some nodes cannot be restored due to the heavy loading conditions, which can lower the voltage profiles and overload lines. In Case 3, the system is totally restored, and all the restored loads are powered by substation on Node 150 and 6 dispatchable DGs. Dispatchable DGs are used for mitigating voltage and line loading conditions, and thus more loads are restored compared to that of Case 2.
For a more detailed illustration of the multi-step restoration process, the restored loads at each time step for Case 3 are shown in Fig. 8 . Blue bars represent check points considered in the VTS model. Grey bars plus blue bars represent the steps considered in the FTS model. It can be clearly seen that the size of the VTS model is much smaller than the FTS model, and thus, computation time can be effectively reduced.
VI. DISCUSSION
A. Dealing With Uncertainties and Errors
First, it is worth mentioning that the restoration process is carried out in two stages: the planning stage and the execution stage, and the uncertainties and errors exist in both stages. In the planning stage, the DSR solutions are generated by solving the proposed models based on the information collected from DMS, OMS, SCADA, and the customer information system (CIS). Uncertainties and errors existing in this stage include: (1) load forecasting errors, (2) damage assessment errors, and (3) system parameter errors. The adverse effects of uncertainties might be mitigated by formulating the DSR problem as a stochastic programming problem [29] or a robust programming problem [8] . Both the FTS and VTS models can be incorporated into the formulation of stochastic and robust programming models, which will be considered in the future work.
Uncertainties and errors also exist in the execution stage of the restoration process, in which the system operator and crews will execute the predetermined restoration solution by energizing the physical components sequentially. To ensure that the restoration process is precisely controlled and that operation constraints (e.g., voltage magnitude and line thermal limit) are satisfied, the system state variables and topology need to be monitored continuously based on the measurements collected from the sensors and meters installed in the network. In this sense, any errors (e.g., meter biases, telecommunication failures, malfunction and unreported position status of switches) contained in the measurement data can result in biased state estimation, unobservable system states, and topology errors, and these errors can eventually mislead and delay the restoration process. In this regard, an effective error detection and identification approach, as well as a calibration and correction approach with good convergence properties, as reported in [35] , [36] , are desired to help ensure that the restoration scheme is accurately executed.
B. Comparison of FTS and VTS Models
Although serving the same objective, the proposed FTS and VTS models have both advantages and disadvantages with respect to the other. The VTS model allows the operation time of both remotely controlled and manually controlled switches to be easily considered based on the concept of a "virtual energization agent". Unlike in the FTS model, the switching sequence is formulated in the route table in the VTS model. In addition, the VTS model leverages voltage drops and line-loading characteristics in radial distribution systems based on the concept of a "check point." Thus, the operational constraints need only to be checked at limited check points even though the restoration is performed through many more switching actions. In this sense, the complexity of the problem formulation can be effectively reduced. However, the FTS model must define both decision and state variables at each time step, causing the problem size to grow quickly with the predetermined time steps. Moreover, without knowing the estimated time of restoration, the time horizon used for solving the FTS model is quite difficult to determine. A large time horizon may ensure optimality but requires a longer computation time; however, a smaller time horizon is time-saving but generates less optimal solutions. In practice, a restoration process usually takes a long time, which means that a very large number of time steps should be defined in the FTS model and result in an extended computational burden. However, the FTS model can easily incorporate intertemporal operational constraints and control policies, such as power output profiles of renewable DGs, time-varying load demand and response, and the charging/discharging behaviors of ESS, whereas considering these constraints is difficult in the VTS model. In this regard, the motivation of this work is to introduce both models that can address restoration challenges under various scenarios.
VII. CONCLUSION
The core contribution of this work is to propose a DSR framework that can adapt to the complex operation environment of ADS. Controllable components and associated operational constraints were summarized. Two DSR modeling methods were introduced and compared, namely, the FTS model and the VTS model. Both models target at solving issues in real-world DSR problems with various practical considerations, such as (1) unbalanced loads, (2) three-line un-transposed lines, (3) voltage regulator control, (4) capacitor banks, (5) multiple switches with different operating times, and (6) some advanced capabilities in the context of smart distribution systems (e.g., DG dispatch and microgrid formation). The VTS model was first proposed based on the concepts of "virtual energization agent" and "check point," which allow the operation time of both remotely controlled and manually controlled switches to be easily considered. The route table was used to formulate the switching sequence in the VTS model, thus effectively reducing the complexity of the problem formulation. Meanwhile, an FTS model was also proposed based on the authors' previous work by incorporating the different operating times of both remotely controlled and manually controlled switches. Case study results show that the VTS model achieved the same energization sequence solution as the FTS model with much less computation time. However, the inter-temporal operational constraints can be easily formulated in the FTS model while not in the VTS model. The advantages and disadvantages of both models were discussed. Also, we discussed the existence and possible mitigating methods of uncertainties and errors during the DSR. Future work includes the evaluation of the VTS model for solving large-scale, real-world power systems, and further modeling and decomposition techniques should also be developed accordingly.
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